ROLY POLY
Faye Toogood,
The Roly Poly Collection, consisting of an armchair and a sofa, embodies the concepts of furniture and sculpture, thus representing the philosophy of Driade in a perfect way. The characteristic of these monobloc furnishing accessories is the bowl shape of the seat, rounded and welcoming, with cylindrical legs and delicately linear shapes that give it a reassuring and massive look. Made of rotationally molded polyethylene, the low seat has been enriched with soft padded cushions that nestle in its curved shape for an engaging sitting experience. Armchair and sofa are available in a variety of colors to complement any type of interior or exterior decoration.

Polyethylene monobloc armchair made by rotational molding for both outdoor and indoor use. It is available with seat / back cushions made of inside part in polyester fiber interior and a non-removable fabric cover.

COLOR
CODICE_ARTICOLO_OLD
9852851
SKU WIDTH
33,1 inch
SKU HEIGHT
24,8 inch
SKU DEPTH
22,4 inch
MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
polyethylene
COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
concrete
SKU
D28478A278089